
Roto-Tone by GuitarPCB 
This valuable tool allows pedal fanatics to reach new levels of creativity! 
Now it is possible to add multiple mods to your favorite effects! 
This compact switch and board combination gives you the ability to change out 4 different tonal 
combinations with a simple quick turn of the dial. 
 
Here is what we have designed the board to accommodate: 

● Select different combinations of diodes to provide new tonal pallets 
● Change capacitors to select different tonal responses or speed settings 
● Change out resistors to modify gain settings, volume levels or tones 
● Modify both resistors or diodes and capacitors at the same time 
● Trimmers - 6mm and Cermet both of which we carry 
● Sockets! Yes you can socket everything 
●  

Among the best features is the small size! The board with switch included is smaller than a typical 
stand-alone 2P4T switch available at most outlets. This means even in the tightest builds this 
handy Modder Tool will "float" above many other components inside your enclosure. It is also 
small enough to fit easily on the sidewall of a 1590B as well.  
So many Mods are available that we will start dreaming up as many as we can and put together a 
special PDF guide with some of our favorites. You can help us do that if you wish! 
Will update as Mods come in. 
 

 
Dimensions only 1.43” x .88” and comes with mini 2P4T rotary switch. 
 
Let explore some visual options on the following pages. 

 
 



 

 
 

 
Example of Roto-Tone being used with a ColorTone Supa Fuzz to add more clipping options. 



 

 



 
Mod Ideas: 

Replace (1) Bias trimmer with (4) Preset trimmers in any Fuzz and switch between Nasty Fuzz, Smooth or anything in 
between. One of many examples to explore. Here are some more common ideas to try: 

● Change out resistors to modify gain settings, volume levels or tones! 
● Change capacitors to select different tonal responses or speed settings! 
● Modify both resistors or diodes and capacitors at the same time! 
● Select different combinations of diodes to provide new tonal pallets! 
● Route signals to different destinations! 

  
The possibilities are endless! It is all up to your imagination and desires! 
When replacing a single section on a board where clipping diodes are located (check the schematic) and if our board does 
not already have A/B pads then simply replace the clipping section (leaving it empty) on the main board which is now 
replaced by the (4) options on the Roto-Tone. 
  
Did you know that many of your favorite effects may have several possible ways to modify their characteristics? In many 
cases, simply changing a few components can provide new tones with a single turn of the switch! 
  
The tonal possibilities are up to you. Take your pedal building to new levels of creativity! Try adding additional sounds to 
your favorite effects pedals! Many of our boards contain convenient A/B pads for easy insertion. 
 

 
 
  



Thanks to Tonmann for the great idea of a circuit switcher & Wilkie for drawing the wiring guide. 
 

 
  



Using the ideas from the previous page here is a Circuit Comparator as built by Wilkie1 
 

 
 
This is an invaluable tool for pre-testing multiple circuits before boxing them up. Thanks Wilkie1. 
 
Use either 1/4" jacks for pedals or wire clips to attach up to 4 separate circuits for testing. 
You can even add multiple circuits on each loop for combo testing. 
Add a wire to any one of the four switch selectors for "bypass sound". 
  
Attach a power source. I prefer a good bench supply. 

1. Simply set a comfortable output level. 
2. Match the outputs of all circuits as closely as possible to avoid uneven volume levels. 
3. Test each circuit and switch between circuits quickly to compare tonal variances. 
4. Change circuit settings and rebalance levels before resuming tests. 
5. Multiple circuit chains can be tested by looping pedals in each of 4 test positions. 

 
This device is most useful for builders, moderators, and musicians wanting to rapidly test and 
compare effects pedals under controlled conditions. 
 
 



 



 



 
For transistors, diodes, and LED’s, use SIP (Single inline package) sockets. You simply cut the number of 
sockets required with an Exacto / Stanley knife or by gripping and rocking with pliers. This allows for easy 
changes and troubleshooting. 

 

Need a kit? Check out our authorized worldwide distributors: 
USA – Check out PedalPartsAndKits for all your GuitarPCB kit needs in the USA. 
Europe – Das Musikding Order either boards or kits direct from Europe. 
PedalPartsAustralia - Order either boards or kits direct from Australia 
If they do not have a KIT listed send them a note asking if they can help you out. 

 
This document, PCB Artwork and Schematic Artwork © GuitarPCB.com. Schematic, PCB 
and this document by Tonmann, Bruce R., Wilkie1 and Barry.  All copyrights, trademarks, 
and artworks remain the property of their owners.Distribution of this document is 
prohibited without written consent from GuitarPCB.com. GuitarPCB.com claims no rights 
or affiliation to those names or owners. 

http://www.pedalpartsandkits.com/
http://www.musikding.de/guitar-and-bass-effect-pedal-kits
http://www.pedalpartsaustralia.com/

